
TAILORED RESOURCE SUPPORT
WITH BHC GROUP!

WE’VE GOT YOU 
COVERED

At BHC Group, we've got your back with our network of expert
resources to support you. Whether you need help with project
implementation, guidance, or oversight, our team ensures your
projects run smoothly. With tailored solutions and talented
support, we provide all the resources you need and allow you to
focus on what matters most – the success of your projects.

RESOURCE
SUPPORT EXPERTS

CONSULTANTS

WHY CHOOSE BHC
GROUP?

Choose us because we are genuinely committed to improving
your business operations. Our team comprises experienced
senior project managers, technical analysts, project sponsors,
trusted advisors, and business process consultants with
extensive experience. We can support clients undergoing
changes or implementations, irrespective of the software they
are using.

OUR APPROACH Our approach focuses on your success with custom-tailored
implementation projects designed to meet your specific
needs, experience level, budget, and timeframe. Our dedicated
support team ensures every service interaction leaves you
completely satisfied. Trust us for innovative solutions and
unwavering support.



CONSULTANTS

Our personalized resource support and unwavering
assistance make BHC Group the ideal choice for
ensuring your project's success.

778-822-6505thebhconsultinggroup.comVancouver Winnipeg

Business Process Consulting

At BHC Group, we excel in Business Process Consulting, a service focused on optimizing your business
processes with ERP and enterprise software implementation. 

Our consultants work closely with your team to analyze existing processes, identify areas for
improvement, and align them with the capabilities of the selected ERP or enterprise software system.
We ensure your new software solution harmonizes seamlessly with your workflows, enhancing
overall operational efficiency.

Project Managers

Our Project Managers are seasoned professionals dedicated to overseeing and coordinating every
aspect of your ERP or enterprise software selection and implementation. 

They ensure the project stays on track, within scope, and meets your business objectives. With their
leadership, we navigate the complexities of the process, providing a smooth and successful outcome.

Business Analysts

Our Business Analysts play a crucial role in understanding and translating your business
requirements into functional specifications. 

They bridge the gap between your business needs and the software's technical aspects, ensuring that
the chosen ERP solution aligns perfectly with your organizational goals.

Technical Analysts

BHC Group's Technical Analysts bring a wealth of technical expertise. They assess the compatibility
of various ERP or enterprise software solutions with your existing systems, ensuring seamless
integration. 

Their insights and skills contribute to the technical success of the implementation, minimizing
disruptions and maximizing efficiency.


